
Organizing 101

Strategy, Intersectionality, & Millennials



What is 
Organizing?

Building a movement around 
a certain issue

Setting clear goals, 
strategy, & tactics

Using our strength in 
numbers (people power) to 
put pressure on key 
decision-makers 



SETTING CLEAR GOALS:
SHORT-TERM, INTERMEDIARY, LONG-TERM

Partial victories maintain momentum



POWERMAPPING OUR TARGET: 

WHO OR WHAT INFLUENCES 
THE DECISION-MAKER?



Strategies
How to move our target to 

align with our campaign goal

● Champion Strategy
● Cover Strategy
● Pressure Strategy



Campaign Tactics Petition/postcards

Phonebank

Sign-on letter/coalition

Press events/town halls

Rallies, marches, sit-ins

Media - traditional & social

Bird-dogging

The activist’s toolbox, used 
to carry out our strategy

Be sure tactics align with 
chosen strategy

Scale of escalation





RECRUITMENT
Building and sustaining a 
group that can execute a 

campaign

Meet people where they’re 
at: listen & tap into 
their motivations

What compels people to join 
groups?

● Altruism
● Transaction
● Self-interest
● Social needs

What compels people to stay 
in groups?

● Fun
● Constant learning
● Leadership experience
● Responsibility
● Winning



Math of halves
Organizer Math

Turnout Goal = 20

Start with 160 names

Get ahold of 80

40 out of 80 RSVP yes

20 out of 40 show up



INTERSECTIONALITY
Fusion organizing

War is at the nexus of social 
and ecological ills

Breaking out of issue silos

How do we “message” the 
movement?



Organizing as a 
millennial

The quintessential question: 
where are all the young 

people?

● Tangible, concrete action 
steps 

● Negative vs. positive 
language

● Building an alternative

● Economic injustice as core 
message: 99% vs. 1%



   
Thinking about your own community, who are the 
allies that you can collaborate with in doing 
anti-war/pro-peace organizing? 

Brainstorm a short list of groups, associations, and 
constituents in your community that you might not 
have considered before, that you can recruit for 
your war abolition work. 

Think creatively and outside the box, along the 
lines of intersectionality.



   
Amongst your group, talk about what kinds of 
campaign tactics are currently being used in 
your community. 

Is there one tactic that is particularly effective 
and if not, what other kinds of creative or 
actionable tactics can you implement in your 
community, based on some of the ideas that I 
mentioned?



   
What do you think impedes intersectionality, the 
cross-collaborations between issues/groups? 

How can we overcome these obstacles?


